October 3 to November 11, 2009
Dykes Library
The University of Kansas Medical Center

Changing the Face of Medicine
Celebrating America’s Women Physicians

The traveling exhibition “Changing the Face of Medicine: Celebrating America’s Women Physicians” was developed by the Exhibition Program of the History of Medicine Division of the National Library of Medicine in collaboration with the American Library Association Public Programs Office. The traveling exhibition has been made possible by the National Library of Medicine and the National Institutes of Health Office of Research on Women’s Health. The American Medical Women’s Association provided additional support.

This project has been funded in whole or in part with Federal funds from the National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human Services under Contract No. N01-LM-6-3504 with the University of Utah.

Partially underwritten by The Health Sciences Library Network of Kansas City.

Honoring Those Who’ve Come Before
Dr. Marjorie Sirridge
Hematologist, Humanist and Former Dean of the University of Missouri-Kansas City Medical School, highlights pioneer women physicians and encourages current students to look to the past and find inspiration from those who have gone before.

Welcoming performance by the Kansas City Women’s Chorus.

We invite you to a reception following the presentation at Dykes Library, immediately across the street, sponsored by the Kansas City University of Medicine and Biosciences.

Events

The exhibit will reside at Dykes Library at The University of Kansas Medical Center, but events are being held throughout the city. Events marked with *** are parallel community events sponsored by other organizations.

*** Thursday, October 8, 2009 ***
The Department of History and Philosophy of Medicine at KUMC Lecture Series
Women Physicians in the Movies
Patricia E. Gallagher
Senior Librarian at The New York Academy of Medicine
KU Medical Center Campus, Clendening Library
4:30 p.m. reception, 5:00 p.m. lecture

Friday, October 9, 2009
New Perspectives, New Opportunities: Women Leaders in Medicine Panel Discussion
Dr. Barbara Atkinson, Dr. Betty Drees, & Dr. Sandra Willise.
Moderated by Marilyn Pesto, JD, Director, Sirridge Office of Medical Humanities.
3 p.m. | UMKC School of Medicine Theater A

*** Friday, October 16, 2009 ***
KU Medical Center Alumni 63rd Annual Peter T. Bohan Lecture
Dr. Nancy Wilson Dickey
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM | KU Medical Center Campus
G013, School of Nursing Auditorium
Please contact KUMC Alumni Relations at 913-588-1255 for complimentary tickets to this event.

Tuesday, October 20, 2009
Opening the Way for Others Women and Minorities in Medicine
Dr. Diane Buckingham, Adolescent Psychiatrist featured in the exhibit
Noon | UMKC School of Law Courtroom

Friday, October 30, 2009
One Woman’s Journey to Becoming Chief Medical Officer of Jackson County, Missouri
Dr. Mary Dudley, Chief Medical Officer of Jackson County.
4:30 p.m. | UMKC School of Medicine Theater A

Saturday, November 7, 2009
Closing reception: Science Has No Sex: The Life of Marie Zakrzewska, M.D.
Dr. Arleen Tuchman, PhD, Professor of History, Vanderbilt University
3 p.m. | KU Medical Center Campus
Wahl Hall East (enter Lied Building)

For more information please visit: www.library.kumc.edu/womeninmedicine